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WHEN
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YOU'RE TRAINING :
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YOUR WINGS

TO WIN

AS A BOMBARDIER ee

BOMBARDIER. He’s the business man of
this bomber crew. His office is the “greenhouse” of transparent plastic in the nose
of the ship. And he works there on splitsecond time. But wken those “office hours”
= over—well, just look below and watch
him enjoying a Camel—the favorite cigarette on land, sea, and in the air.

LL America’s living at split-second time today...from the bombardier

at his bombsight

to the men

who

make

the bombs

like Jerry Lorigan below. You....and you...and everybody!
So it’s only natural that most everybody’s smoking more these
days. Only

natural,

too, that taste and

throat—the

“T-Zone”—are

more important than ever to cigarette smokers now.
But...take no one’s word for it when

A PACK OF CAMELS

ing. Make

1S STANDARD

it comes to your own smok-

the “T-Zone” test described at the left below. And let
your taste and your throat decide for themselves.

EQUIPMENT
WITH

ME.

THEY

SUIT ME TO

\— —|
oe
|

)

THE

w

Ff ZONE

M

where cigarettes
are. judged

FOR

The “T-ZONE”—Taste and Throat—is the
proving ground for cigarettes. Only your
taste and

throat

can decide which

ciga-

rette tastes best fo you ... and how it affects your throat.
For your taste and throat are individual to you. Based on
the experience of millions of smokers, we believe Camels
will suit your “T-ZONE” to a “T.” Prove it for yourself! '

FOR MY

"3PHROAT,

CAMELS
ARE

OPS
JERRY LORIGAN. whe fonees Poms
on a split-second schedule, is just as

partial to Camels as the man who
lays those bombs on the target. “I’ve
smoked
The favorite cigarette with men in the
Army, Navy, Marines, and Coast Guard is
Camel. (Based on actual sales records in
Post Exchanges, Sales Commissaries, Ship’s
Service Stores, Ship’s Stores,and Canteens.)

Camels for years,” says Jerry.

“They don’t get my throat, and they
,

don’t

-

tire

my

taste.

=

They’re

tops!

”

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.
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1942 Comes To Elysium
® By Paut CHERRIER
What kind of a reception do you think 1942
would get in Elysium? In a quaint, humorous
fashion this writer imagines that reception. You
will meet many old acquaintances from your
textbooks down there.

|

HE CLEAR LIGHT of late afternoon flooded
the Elysian Fields, and gilded the clumps of
ambrosia flowers in the meadows that bordered the
River Styx. It was a perfect day, one of the neverending succession that bless the home of the Immortals. So perfect it was, it seemed as if no sound should
have marred it, save the gentle hum of the Hymeneal
bees in the ambrosia clusters.
Yet there was great bustle in Elysium, or rather in
one particular section of Elysium—the boat-wharf on
the bank of the Styx. It seemed as if half the population of the immortal regions had already gathered
there, and more were coming by every path and road.
It was a rather unusual place, this rendezvous of the
Immortals.
It stood on the very edge of the black
Styx, a pretentious building, something between an
Ionian temple and a Coney Island bathhouse. An imposing sign announced, in three-foot red letters, that
this was:

CHARON’S
ONLY TRANSPORTATION

FERRY
ACROSS

“You

know,

the

Mike,”

he

STYX

it, lolled the crowd

of Immortals. Only in the realm of Hades could such
a conglomeration of the famous ever be found. In the
shade of a fluted pillar, directly beneath the signboard,
stood Will Shakespeare and Miguel Cervantes, surveying the concourse and commenting smilingly. Ever
since they. had come over on the same boat back in
1616, they had been the most constant twosome of
the nether-regions.

steadily
said

increasing

to

Cervantes,

“the crowd will be five times as big this year as last, if
they keep on coming like this.”
“Yes,” corroborated Cervantes, “it’s the biggest gathering of Immortal Shades I’ve seen in my stay here.
Everybody’s here. Look, even old Dante deigned to
grace our humble gathering.” He jerked his head towards the sombre figure leaning against one of the
fluted pillars, contemplatively stroking a sharp chin.
“Looks as though he’s sizing up Henry the Eighth,”
observed Shakespeare.
“That’s what he is doing,” broke in the ironic voice

of Moliere, who had come up behind them unnoticed.
“Ever since Dante saw Henry and Elizabeth, he’s been
trying to measure out a fit place for them in his Inferno, and he still hasn’t got them settled permanently.”
“Maybe you can’t blame him,” grinned Cervantes,
“you'd need quite a place for that Henry, anyway.”
The three smiled together at the tremendous bulk of
the English king as he sat overflowing a bench that had
been meant for three at least.

“It really is something when
THE

On the steps of this glorified boathouse, and in the
shade of the trees that surrounded

Shakespeare was observing
throng.

old Henry

trundles

himself down here in the sun,” put in another voice.
Plautus had strolled up and observed the amusement
of the three.
“Oh,

hello,

Plautus,

old

boy,”

welcomed

“Where’ve you been hiding yourself lately?
seen you anyplace for a deuce of a while.”

Moliere,

I haven’t

“I just haven’t been anyplace for a deuce of a while.
I had a little run-in with Menander about some plays
he said I copied from him way back when I was still

in the flesh, and I’ve been keeping quiet lately just to
avoid him.”

Page three

“Funny about some people being so sensitive about
plagiarism. ‘They can’t see the point of gentlemanly
borrowing of plots. Just because nobody can_ trace
their sources, they pretend to be completely original.”
Obviously the point was a matter of some heat with
Moliere also. “But how is it you’re here today?” he
continued

to

Plautus,

“Menander

and

the

whole

bunch have been here for a half hour or so.”

Ill bet everybody in Hades will be here.”

“When is he to arrive?” queried Cervantes.
“You got me there. Let’s ask Dick. He knows—or
at least he ought to, if he’s worth his salt as a newspaper . . . Hey, Dick, come here a minute, will you.”
Richard Steele, leaning on the wheel of an ambulance chariot talking to Ben Hur, turned at Plautus’
call.
“Be with you in two shakes. So long, Ben.
Thanks for the information.”
He sauntered over to
the group under the signboard. “What’s on your
mind, Plautus, besides those fancy sandals?”

commented

Plautus.

“But

it looks

as

if the

Immortals aren’t in the least allergic to gory spectacles.
Just lock at this crowd.”

“Well

Pil be . . . ” broke in Moliere, struck by

something he saw,
waved

“You don’t catch me missing today, not on your
life. It’s only once a year we get a chance to welcome
the Old Year to Hades, and boy! the last few Years
that have been coming over really have had stories to

tell.

“If he’s any worse than ’41 was, he'll be a sorry
mess,’

“even

old Socrates

is here.”

at the bald, snub-nosed, white-robed

He

figure that

was hurrying down the road. “Hey, Socks, old boy,
how’d you ever sneak out without Xantippe catching
you?”
Socrates scowled sourly as he came abreast of the
group. “None of your business, Frenchy.” ‘Then he
glanced around anxiously. “She isn’t here, is she?”
Plautus chuckled. “No, she’s not here... yet. All
the women are up at Queen Elizabeth’s place for a
bridge party, but I'll give anybody odds that they'll be
down here, the whole lot of them, before long. It’s
rather a coincidence, don’t you think, that they should
pick the closest house to Charon’s place for their
bridge get-together today?”
“Don’t worry, Socks,” Moliere put in, “Xantippe will
be here with the rest before long. ‘They’re just bursting with curiosity about the changes in fashions this

“No remarks on the footgear, Dick,” grinned Plautus. “It’s just that we fellows haven’t been down here
to welcome the Old Year very many times before, and

past year, and Old Man 1942 is the best source of in-

we'd like a little dope about the prospects.

“You're right, boys,” said Steele, “here they come,
the whole bunch.”

You're a

reporter, you ought to know.”
“Well,

when

Old Man

1942 pulls in, it'll be some-

thing. He ought to have plenty to tell. Joe Addison
sent me down to get all the dope I could for the
SPECTATOR—we're running a special double spread on
the event.
I get the facts, do a couple of humaninterest articles, Joe gets busy on some other angles of
the story, and we'll have something.”

“So you think that Old Man 1942 will have a story
to tell?” asked Shakespeare.

formation they’ve got.”

“With that old horse-face Queen
lead as usual,” put in Plautus.

Elizabeth in the

They fell silent and
women, with Elizabeth
down the road toward

watched as the parade of
and Xantippe leading, came
a tree under which Walter

Raleigh,

John,

Drake,

Prester

Marco

Polo,

Balboa,

Vasco da Gama, Cortez and Henry Hudson were lounging, smoking their pipes and swapping tall tales of
their adventures. In the middle of the road just be-

side the tree there was a smear of mud, a mere splotch
“No doubt about it, Will.

The only trouble is, will

he be able to tell it? Last year old 1941 was so badly
battered up he could hardly talk, and from all the rumors we’ve been getting, things on the other side of

the Styx have been a lot worse the past twelve months.
Those poor Years certainly have seen some awful
scrapes. I was just talking to Ben Hur. He says that
Charon ordered him to have the ambulance chariot
ready at the wharf, and Hippocrates and Galen are

both here to take charge.

So it looks as though Old

Man ’42 is coming over in bad shape.”
Page four

in the dust. Elizabeth saw it, and stopped short. So
did her chattering companions. Fastidiously she lifted
her voluminous spangled skirts and looked with dainty
disgust at the mud, then cast a simpering sidewise
glance at Raleigh. Sir Walter straightened up, took
his long-stemmed pipe from his mouth with his left
hand, swept off his plumed hat in a gallant flourish

with his right, and bowed low—to Mary Stuart, two
yards behind her.

Elizabeth’s face flamed; she pursed

her lips and threw flashing glances at the mud and at
(Continued

on page

16)

~
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® By y PAuLINE WEIMERT

Just read this for its beauty.
y

OU WONDER what
sometimes you know.
were only seven or eight and
out washing, then you knew
she somehow never let get
washcloth that didn’t drip.
of then.

she is made of—and then
Sometimes like when you
wanted to go to bed withshe was made of soap that
in your eyes and a soft
That’s what she was made

And when Saturdays came and you could ignore the
seven o'clock alarm, she was made of all the noises that

go with cleaning day—the hoarse roar of the vacuum

and the swish of the broom.

At nine o’clock she was

part of the sound her steps made on the stairs and the
hullabaloo of airing the bedroom that always made you
get up and scurry into old clothes. And after all the
bed covers had been turned back and you had helped
open every window that would open, she dissolved into
a frenzy of mop-shaking and rug-shaking while you
handled the dust cloth. But the sun kept bringing in
more dust—you could see it in the rays—and no matter

how much you polished, the flecks were still there. But
because you wanted to please her, you rubbed just that
much harder.

world to you now, but you'll see—some day you'll be
just that important to someone—the most necessary
thing in the world.”
And she was right because it wasn’t long before the
dark curly-haired boy two blocks down the street started taking you to the movies and sitting on your porch
swing. Then that reassuring voice became your twin
who shared in all your good times and had popcorn
and apples ready when you and Jack got home from
skating or hiking.
She was the silent one who didn’t ask questions the
afternoon you found out Jack was moving out of town,
but let you lay weeping into your pillow with the bedroom door locked, and though every one of your sobs
was echoed in her throat, she let you cry it out and
forget his boyish handsomeness in your own good time.

When

you were a senior and didn’t weep so easily

any more, she was the proud peacock who strutted to

her club members the fact that you were Secretary of
your class and on the paper staff, and also the joyous

When you grew older, she seemed older, too, somehow, and you had to laugh when you discovered her
talking to herself as she rolled out the pies and cakes

news that you were to be Salutatorian at graduation.

and home-made bread. That was the best, the homemade bread with thick, hard crusts and soft, moist

was the slightly damp cheek that pressed against yours
after all the solemnity of baccalaureate.

“innards.”” Somehow the bread stands for her in a way,
and now whenever a poor facsimile of it is served in
restaurants it reminds you of her and you wish you
were back in that snug kitchen sitting astraddle the tall
white stool and watching her pound and shape the
floury masses.

She was two work-hardened hands that encouraged
you when you went off to your first job and then again
when you “got the bug” to go to the large city to the
south to make your own way in the world. She was
the wide gold wedding ring which was the last thing
you remember seeing as you said goodbye and climbed
on the bus.

When you were in high school she became an understanding older sister who listened when you told her
about the awful Frolic where no one asked you to
dance, and how all the boys had seemed to stare
through you. And she was the comfortable shoulder
you cried into and begged to tell you that someday
you'd be popular. And she always would, because she
knew. She was a voice up above the shoulder somewhere that said, “This doesn’t mean whether you will

be popular or not, hon; this is only the beginning of
things and the boys were a little scared because you
were too eager. It’s the most important thing in the

She was the smile that reached

you

the

from

dark

depths of the audience during the class play and she

And now she is “Mom,” who always cooks your fa-

vorite dish when you come home for week-ends, and
of whom you are proud because she superintends the
sewing at Red Cross meetings.
She is made of all these
member down through the
She is the woman whose
whose confidence you want
and worry and love.
She is Mother.

funny little things you reyears, and more than that.
life you want to pattern,
to gratify. She is comfort
‘
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On The Offense
For Bald-Headed Men
@ By Harress Jor
This article is written in defense of a certain

EVER BEFORE in the history of mankind!
Never since the existence of the Neanderthal
man! Never since Adam told Eve he was going out to

In the third place, the evident display of vincible
ignorance of the real psychology of bald-headed men
display ed by the author of the aforementioned article
is most noteworthy. He has completely confused the
discrimination between laughing with the other party
and at him. Why has he not discerned that the baldheaded man laughs at and not with the other party,

sit up with a sick friend, never before, let me repeat,

when

has there been such maligning, such calumny, such
slander as that perpetrated in a recent issue of the |
Exponent. No one could ever before cry out more
justifiably with the perjured Irishman, “Them lies ain’t
true.” Comparable only to the stab in the back at
Pearl Harbor was that dastardly misrepresentation of
the chosen people of God—of those whom He _ has
chosen to be the guiding lights of the nation, even
though that light is only a reflection from a mirrored

amusement at the other person’s folly in thinking that
the bald-headed man could possibly regret his loss of

kind

of people, in

which

many

of

us

are

included.

| \

pate.

In the first place, most of us (sine capillis) identify
ourselves quite willingly with the honorable individual
who defiantly told his red-headed adversary that the
cause (conditio sine qua non) of his baldness was one
of rejection rather than one of compulsion. “When my
turn came to appear before the Almighty to take possession of a supply of hair, there remained only a nondescript mass of red hair, and I refused to wear the
stuff,” he propounded.
In the second place, the reason why the great majority of people have such an abundance of hair is explainable by nutritive factors. Let me expatiate. Nourishment in the blood stream passes the aural appendages beyond the cerebral region to the hair cells, there
to nourish the thickly cultivated crop. In consequence,
the brain is decidedly undernourished, resulting in a
harebrained individual; whereas, we bald people utilize

all the nourishment passing through the head to develop and maintain brain cells which gives us very clear
and level heads. To illustrate this point, we dare the

author of that article, and his sympathizers—both of
them—to make a study of the great men of the nation
and of the world, besides themselves, of course, and to

take note of the “nudus capitis” of the great majority
of them. If he will not then concede our point, let

him look about our fair campus and scan the hairless
heads of faculty members, deans, and even the Moder-

ator of the Exponent, plus others in varying degrees of
the stages of “initium exitus,” and “conditio gravior.”
Our point is won!
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what

could

be more evident

than his sheer

hair? In the final analysis, however, who really has the
last laugh? Just think of the valuable time saved in
not having any hair to comb! (Do I hear someone say,
“Yes,

but

you

have

more

face to wash”?)

Dandruff,

just a little chip off the old block, is an affliction entirely beyond the possibility of a bald man. And let us
consider the economic aspect, for just think of the
money that he saves by not having to buy Vitalis!
Regardless, friends, how this question is circumspected,

there is one fact that cannot possibly be overlooked:
The baldheaded man ALWAYS COMES OUT ON

‘TOP:
In the fourth place, since two of man’s great evil
tendencies are pride and vanity—et magna veritate
loquor—it is an undisguised blessing for the baldheaded
man (regardless of the stage of privation he is in) to
be rid of such evident potential sources of damnation.
Undoubtedly, he is a chosen man of God, one of His
few elect, for He has already granted him a shining
crown—sine capillis, sed corona. Therefore, we suggest
that the author modify his terminology so that instead
of designating the first step of “balditude” by the term
“initium exitus” he call it the “initium benedictionis”; ;

and furthermore, instead of calling the final stage “reductio ad absurdum” he call it the “elevatio in caelum”.
At present, be it well noted, we are very seriously
considering inaugurating a movement for more baldheaded

women!

Perhaps

they, too, wish

to

get

to

heaven.
Finally—puto, omnium opinionem in me conversamesse—we are well aware that our time at U. D. is borrowed time; we know we have used this borrowed time

to write this refutation.
Believe us, dear readers, a
democracy was at stake, otherwise we would never have
dared to utilize borrowed time to combat such an atrocious and flagitious heresy as that propounded in the
recent issue: “In Defense of Bald Heads.”

Heart To Heart
® By Marx Moors

A suppositional letter from a soldier in the Solo-

mons to the folks back home, giving them some
first-hand facts from scenes afar.
Oct. 15, 1942

ID

EAR FELLOW-AMERICANS,

I find it very relaxing indeed to write the folks
back home during the lulls which are occasioned frequently here on the island of Guadalcanal. I have been
doing what I can, little though that may be, to halt
the steady onslaught of Japs in the small skirmishes on
both American flanks. The papers back home there
probably try to picture the battles, although I don’t
think that they convey the correct thought all the time.
Here the atmosphere is tense, the very thought of defeat appalling. ‘The struggle is a nervous, hard one, with
the endurance of men and the perfectness of machines
playing a huge part in either gain or loss.
Of course, being only a corporal in the Army, I
can’t devote much time to talking to men of the Navy
or Marines, but from what

I’ve seen, the torments

of

the battlefront make literally “hell on earth.” ‘Three
days ago the Japs laid a barrage on our right flank, and
I can’t paint the bloody picture of wholesale torture
with words. ‘This thrust began just before the break of
dawn and until mid-morning continued with a ferocity
far greater in my estimation that the fury of RussianGerman combats.
I find myself discussing the Solomon situation in detail.
Since the outcome of the whole Pacific fight depends
primarily on ships, I will commit a few lines about the
great work the Navy is doing here in the Solomon
zone. Ships have supplied reinforcements in manpower, have convoyed both tank and merchant vessels,
and have, through these lines, established an American

domination of the Pacific waters. No doubt the hometown press has claimed the naval superiority of the
Japanese in this zone. On the part of the papers that
may be a true statement, but from

what

I’ve seen or

heard, our fleet is certainly decreasing the number of
enemy ships. In the past three weeks our ships have
entered three separate duels with the Rising Sons, and
on each of the occasions have sailed into port victorious.

Note,

friends,

I said

sailed,

not

limped.

‘This

seems to explain to some extent why the Japs have not

steamed south to challenge our dominion in the southern Pacific.
As far as land fighting goes, the Marines and Army
have pooled resources and thus far have been more
than effective in the jungle battles of Guadalcanal. Of
course we are superior in number, now that reinforcements have arrived. ‘The Jap objective, as far as we of
the non-intelligentia have determined, is Henderson
Field, the one airbase worthy of a name. Our ground
patrols have harassed the Jap task line time and time
again, and the overhead attacks which we have made
were truly vicious. This leads me on to describe the
position of the air unit in this fight.
‘The American
advantage, that of possessing the only airfield in the
Solomons, is nullified in part because of the weather
conditions. Increasing rains and low clouds have militated against dive bombing attacks. ‘This, too, has impeded our offensive. When you sum it all up, you can
say that it’s just a hard, grim, and determined American
soldier fighting a dreaded enemy for a Pacific victory.
I imagine you folks find this talk of battle quite boring, so let’s switch the subject from the American soldier to you, the American citizen. Many times we here

in the heat of campaign

think of all of you back

there, wondering, each one to himself, whether you
pray for us and carry on those other activities so vital
to our success.
Johnny Doughboy just told me this
morning that his folks were going to get a share in the
government for him, that is, to buy what they call War
Bonds. We here feel that you find it hard to sacrifice,
but the cause is worthwhile and the satisfaction you
will receive when the second Armistice Day rolls
around ought to make up for it. You know what I
mean, something like the words of Byron Darnton: “A

man

can

sweat, and

see

his countrymen building with blood,

toil the firm resolution

that their sons

shall

not die under bombs, but shall have peace, because
they will know how to preserve peace.”
Yours for victory,
CorporaL

Henry

CRAIG
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Climbing To The Clouds
® By Jerry GrIsMER
Ascend to the top of Mt. Blanca with the writer
and enjoy one of the gorgeous views of the
Rockies.

()

NE OF THE few remaining evenings of July
had settled over the small western town of

Alamosa. But higher than the town and even above
the rapidly rising dusk, six of us youths stood gazing
over the valley. This was the eve of an adventure.
Tomorrow we were going to climb this mountain on
whose slopes we stood. Tomorrow we were going to
climb to the highest rock of the mountain’s peak.
‘Tomorrow we were going to climb to the clouds.

Night had come when I turned around and, not
trying to show my excitement, I followed the rest to
the bunkhouse.

As I walked,

ent forms preceding me.

I watched

the five differ-

The lanky figures were my

brother and cousin; the chubby, the stocky, the slender ones were my western friends, Mac, “Duck”, and

Arthur. This was the group of mountain
who retired for a restless night.

adventurers

The trail continued to rise up and up and up, like
the back

stairs of heaven,

but it was a twisted, coiled

stairs. For hours we followed this crooked path. Past
ruined cabins, from the safety of the broad forest to
the danger of a small ledge above the chasm, then back
to the forest, across small, swift, cold streams, up sudden, steep inclines and down others, through little

green mountain meadows this pathway continued.
With each step of my mount I saw wonderful landscapes of unsurpassed beauty, and every view gave
another scent to the fragrance of the thinning air.
Decaying

logs,

moist,

humid

earth,

sparkling

mountain flowers—all these and others came to me.
Our first stop was made by a hundred and fifty-foot,
seven-stepped waterfall. We climbed to the top of this
bouncing sheet of water and watched the torrent diminish to a finer vapor with each successive leap. A
few rays of sunshine wandering through the encasing
pines became skipping flashes of color when they blundered through the watery haze. After resting at this
haven, we started on the last leg of the climb.
The surroundings had again changed. Now

Early morning found me and the others sleepily
going about getting ready for the climb. We dressed,
saddled the horses, fixed our packs, mounted and rode
down through the meadow to the trail. The chill air
soon took effect on sleepy brains. Gradually the others
brightened up, began to give wild yells and race the
horses. I was dozing yet on my sleepy animal. A particular loud yell, a slap on my back, and my horse’s
sudden galloping jarred me into wakefulness for I was
the last one to be rid of the drowsy feeling. Around
me my brother and cousin and the others were joking,
soothing restless horses and talking about the strange
rock formations on the mountain side. In a cloudless
sky the sun had become a blazing orb that threw queer

shadows upon the brush and earth, and drew a film of

sweat from the horses’ bodies.
Soon, however, we left the more open
entered into the mountain proper.
bushes slapped and tore at our legs as the
sank silently into the rich, moist earth.

foothills and
Green, leafy
horses’ hoofs
‘The odor of

pine became stronger in my nostrils when

I passed

under straight, green-clad giants. In some places the
low-hanging boughs forced me to duck in my saddle to

avoid being swept off.

only

occasional

trees, these so twisted,

we saw

contorted

and

misshaped by the violent winter winds and crushing
snows, as to appear like weird beasts.
Huge gray
rocks loomed above us on the steeply-angled mountain
slope.

‘To me,

the stones seemed

to have a slumber-

ing, hidden life. For as my mount passed over, his
weight upon them would cause these granite slabs to
rise up, then fall back into position again. Once, a
gray-brown monster shifted, and as my horse carried
me to safety, the boulder slid down the rock-strewn
slope, crashing and shattering into many fragrants.
The other boys, noting my experience, thought it wise
to dismount and lead the horses.
We passed now entirely above the timber line into
a world of granite and snow. After an hour of coaxing
and pushing the weary horses, we topped a rocky knoll
and saw paradise in a small meadow, thick with lush
green grass. Leaving the contented animals to graze in
this spot, we started towards the top on foot. A half
mile of loose, treacherous slide rocks and curving banks

of snow separated us from our goal.
We began to scramble on all fours up this field of
granite

boulders.

‘The thin
(Continued
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The Catholic Collegiate Congress
© By Paut Herxkinc
If you were not able to
Cincinnati during the
count by one of those
Catholic student of the
this article.

|

attend the Congress in
holidays, read this acwho did attend. Every
University should read

HE Catholic Collegiate Congress of 1942 was
held from December 27 to December 30 at the

Gibson Hotel in Cincinnati. Approximately five hundred persons attended the congress, the majority being
students. More than eighty-five colleges and universities from New England to Colorado were represented.
Delegates from the University of Dayton were Betty
Mayl,

Mary

Ferris, Emma

man,

Elaine Glossinger,

ing,

Firman

Paulus,

Jean

Hoke,

Lucille

Betty Behringer,
Paul

Hickey,

Wehr-

Paul

and

Herk-

William

McGree.
The convention was a joint session of the Newman
Club Federation and the National Federation of Catholic College Students. ‘The membership of the latter
is limited to Catholic students in Catholic colleges;
the former is composed of Catholic students in the
secular colleges.

“Victory in War and in Peace” was the theme of
the congress. The program provided for joint sessions
in which both federations treated the general theme,

followed by separate business meetings
groups.

of

the

two

Registration for the congress took place the afternoon of Sunday, December 27, at 3 p.m. Immediately
following registration business meetings were held by
each of the federations. The delegates from U. D. submitted to the national council of the NFCCS a printed
report of the work done here at the University in the
field of Catholic Action Study. The University of Dayton is a charter member of this federation and holds
the National Commission on Catholic Action Study.
A copy of the report submitted is obtainable at the
office of the Department of Religion.

An informal reception was held in the evening to
provide entertainment and a chance to renew old acquaintances or to cultivate new ones. Informal busi-

ness and “bull-sessions” were also in order.
‘The congress opened formally Monday morning
with a Pontifical High Mass celebrated by the Most

Reverend James A. Kearney, Bishop of Rochester, and

Episcopal Moderator of the Newman Club Federation. ‘The sermon was preached by the Most Reverend Samuel A. Stritch, Archbishop of Chicago. “Christian peace is still potent to beget peace, but first there
must be the peacemakers,” the archbishop said, and
coupled to his statement a plea to the students to be
sure that the peace is “‘your peace.”
The first joint session was held Monday afternoon.
The session opened with the singing of the “Star-Spangled Banner,” followed by the readingof messages
from

the President of the United

States, Franklin

D.

Roosevelt, and from the Holy Father, Pope Pius XII.
The President in his message commended the interest
in and the theme of the gathering. Regarding the purpose of the convention the President applied Cardinal
Newman’s definition of a gentleman as “One who
never inflicts pain,” with his best wishes that this spirit
would prevail throughout the proceedings. The message of the Holy Father stated the pleasure with which
he viewed the congress, and the intentions and interest
of those attending. The Holy Father further tended
his blessings with a fervent prayer that in all things
the proceedings be animated by the highest Catholic
ideals of love of God and of love of neighbor.
The purpose of the congress was then explained by

Frank E. Horka, president of the NFCCS,

and the

method of procedure outlined by Miss Virginia Morrissey, president of the NCF. With the Rev. Cyprian
Emmanuel,

O. F.M.,

of the

Catholic

Association

for

International Peace as honorary chairman, the students
participated in an open discussion treating the topics
“The War and a New

Era,” and the “Catholics and a

New Era.” After a brief intermission the two federations held separate sessions of personal business not
applicable to the general assemblies.
A dinner and dance provided entertainment Monday evening. The dance was sponsored by the local
units of the NCF for those caring to attend.
Joint sessions followed by separate business sessions
were held both in the morning and in the afternoon
of Tuesday.
The topics dealt with in the general
gatherings were “Americans and the New Era,” “Catholic Students in the War and in the Peace,” “Victory

in Peace-Rehabilitation” and “Victory in Peace-Economic Life.”
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It was duly resolved:

Tuesday evening the Most Rev. John ‘T. McNicholas, Archbishop of Cincinnati and Patron of the Congress presided over an open meeting. Archbishop

1. To study the Papal Peace Plan and the application of that program as set forth by competent authorities.

Stritch of Chicago, chairman of the Bishop’s Committee on the Papal Peace Plan, delivered an address in

which he explained the five points in the Christmas
Eve Peace Plea of our Holy Father Pius XII. Over
seven hundred people were in attendance at this meeting. It was stressed that in the peace to come after
the war “we must teach the whole world that the Stars
and Stripes mean freedom and peace and neighborliness and justice and charity for all.”

2. To take part in now and to further prepare ourselves to participate fully in our parish activities.

Wednesday morning the joint assembly treated
topics “Victory in Peace-World Government”
“Victory in Peace—A Spiritual Conversion.”
At
following business sessions resolutions were drawn
to be submitted before the final assembly of the
gress that afternoon.

recognition of every man’s natural rights.

At the final assembly

resolutions

discussed, and voted upon.

were

3. To support wholeheartedly the war effort of our
nation.

4. To spread within the sphere of our influence the

the
and
the
up
con-

5. To propose a systematic inquiry into the student
apostolate of Catholic Action.
6. To recognize our obligations and to extend a
welcome into our family circles of our Latin-American
fellow students in this country.

presented,

The following is the result

7. To assist students in prison camps.

of this session:
Based on the precepts that
1. Study without

It was further
the Holy Father
the congress to
indulgenced Act
Heart of Mary.

action is futile, but action with-

out previous study is foolhardy.
2. The proper milieu of student activity is the campus and as such we should concentrate
application of our concrete activities.

3. The essential postulate

resolved as an act of appreciation to
for his interest and encouragement in
recite daily for thirty days the newly
of Consecration to the Immaculate

there in the

of all effective

Following the adoption of resolutions the congress
closed with Solemn Benediction at St. Xavier's
Church, celebrated by the Most Rev. Emmet M.
Walsh, Bishop of Charleston, and the Episcopal Moderator of the NFCCS.

student

action is the unqualified application of Catholic principles to daily life.

wgj—te

MUSINGS
Though

through the night

I cannot be with you,
Still o’er us both
The self-same moon

shines down;

And it is comforting
To know that you
Look at the moon

with me.
—Rutu
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A Glimpse At The Army
@ By J. W. Manxer
Take

a trip out to Patterson

Field

with

the

writer and meet the boys.
I "M A LUCKY GUY—always have been. Running
true to form, I got in on another hunk of good
luck a few Sundays ago when I was invited to spend
the day at Patterson Field as the guest of one of the
enlisted men, Pvt. Harold Gibson, of Columbia,

S. C.

He had no reason for insisting upon a visit. Perhaps
the fact that I knew two girls who were “just simply
dying to meet some of those cute soldiers at Patterson
Field” was the designing force. That is an unknown
quantity. So to retain the slight prestige I enjoy we'll
discount that angle. Anyway, he slyly suggested that
I fetch them along.

Private Gibson, ex-orchestra leader and usually sizzling with, southern charm, was indeed in a sad way.
The entire squadron had been confined to quarters by
a last-minute order. It seemed that this was visitors’
day for the 56th Repair Squadron, automatically forcing one and all to stay within the company area so that

the likes of us could nose in and see how the soldier
conducts his daily personal life. Due to the situation
there was not much to do but loll around inside the
barracks.
The barracks is a long two-story frame building.
There is an aisle straight through the structure with
rows of double bunks on either side. Each double

bunk is “home” for

two

boys—rather

cramped

but

quite livable.

Our party arrived shortly after noon, an hour late.

Many of the soldiers were playing host to girl friends

Harold had promised to meet us at the main gate.

and families, several of whom had come many miles for

Harold was not there.

the day. A spirit of gaiety and good fellowship was in
full evidence. ‘There was the usual army horseplay. A
boy was suffering a major crisis in trying to sew an insignia on his blouse. My girl friend was so strongly
touched that she did it for him. For the remainder of
the afternoon I was somewhat aware of the truth in the
saying “there’s something about a soldier.”

where

Harold

was,

No one around the gate knew

or, for that

matter,

who

he was.

The guard suggested that we go over to the company
barracks and have a look. ‘Those barracks are not as
handy as your neighbor’s house. ‘They were visible in
the distance—a long distance. The thought of walk-

ing that far recalled the days when, as Boy Scouts, we
would throw together a knapsack and hike like mad
all over the countryside.
Only in those days it was
for fun.
A helpful
a car going
dered three
and muddy

soldier, sensing our distress, commandeered
that way, and three thankful citizens renrelieved sighs as we jostled along the rough
road toward the barracks. One of the girls,

a cute little blonde and an alarming realist, declared
that such rough riding was seriously straining her enthusiasm.. ‘Then she remembered General Sherman’s

A general retreat was called at 4:30 p.m. The boys
lined up by platoons along the company street, as sergeants, prompted by lieutenants, who were in turn
prompted by captains and majors, barked orders. ‘Then,
just like in all the books, a shiny car complete with
colonel, wife and daughter, came upon the scene.

colonel’s daughter was pretty, too—just

like

in

The

the

books. Many of the men were visibly affected by her
comeliness. So was I.

classic phrase of Civil War days, a sure-fire hypo for

After all of the officers finished bowing and scraping

sagging morale. The car rolled up a company street
and stopped at an intersection, where we alighted to
begin our search. If you think it’s easy to find one
man in khaki among hundreds of others then our convictions are not in harmony. I made so many inqui-

for the colonel and his party the men marched off to
the parade ground behind a drum and bugle corps,
the mascot, a cute little pooch, dancing along behind

in a most military manner.

After a round of top-notch

close order drills the squadron was dismissed for mess.

ries from so many men that the Gallup poll slows
down to a trot in comparison.
An hour wasted with the question and answer busi-

ness left us tired, thirsty and slightly below par in the
morale department, in spite of Sherman. A lone soldier standing in front of his quarters caught my girl’s

eye.

It was Private Gibson.

Being out in the sunshine looking for stray soldiers
and traipsing over parade grounds did serious things
to our appetites. I haven’t been so hungry since I

worked one day in a logging camp.
The

“mess

call” was sounded
(Continued

and we were off “on

on page
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Our Sympathy

Resolve!
Vacation is over and we sincerely hope that each of
you had a happy one. For many of us this vacation
may be the last until the war is over. As much as these
vacations mean to us individually, actually they contribute little or nothing to our national effort.
But now we are again at our jobs. In whatever department we may be, we are helping to win the
war. We are being trained to be of greater use later.
At the start of the year let us make one resolution:
to drain every drop from the cup of opportunity that
is offered to us.
—M. J.D.

aie
Congress
The seventy-eighth Congress is now in session. Let
us hope that it works for the people at least a little
more than did the seventy-seventh.
Bureaucrats,

the farm

bloc,

the labor bloc and

the

silver bloc have no place in a legislative body that
should, like industry and the entire economy, be
geared for a war job.

The balance of power in both houses has been gradually decreasing until it stands at 222 to 208 in the
House with a slightly greater edge for the administration in the Senate. With such a small majority both

factions will have to work in harmony to avoid stalemates.

At least let Congress forget elections which are almost two years away as yet. But perhaps all of the

members are not to be judged by the one who in describing his party’s caucus said it was “a very happy,
harmonious caucus; there was no trouble at all, and we
are going to win the 1944 election.”

—M. J. D.
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The faculty and the students of the University of
Dayton extend their sympathy to the family of Miss
Matilda Mary Keaton, a student of the University who
died on Wednesday, December 30. Miss Keaton was
a junior in the Division of Education when she became
ill about a year ago. While attending the University
she made many friends among the faculty and student
body by her very delightful personality and by her studious application to her work. During her long illness
she still maintained her bright and cheerful manner,
and though she probably knew that her fight was hopeless, a visitor to the hospital would never suspect that
‘To those who knew her at the University she has left
behind the beautiful memory of a charming girl, an
excellent student and a lovely, deeply religious soul.
Let us here at the University who remain behind her
to carry on remember her in our prayers that the eternal rest of the Lord may be given to her and that the
perpetual light of heaven may shine upon her.

—M. J.D.
w5j—te

Basketball
All who saw the game with the Ohio University the
other night realize that our basketball team is one of
which we can be proud. The record of Ohio U. leads
one to suspect that the difference in the score should
not have been as much as it was. It was steady, consistent play that gradually built up the lead that the
Flyers enjoyed at the final gun.
But the game had the aspects of a professional one.
University of Dayton students were in every section of
the stands,

and

not

on

the

east

side, as in previous

years. And where were our cheer leaders? Not once
during the evening was there an organized cheer.

Perhaps the cheering was not needed, but the score
will be closer probably in many of the remaining
games.
‘That is when support of the spectators is
needed. Let’s have an organized section in the Colliseum

the same as we had in the stadium.

is surely deserving of it.

‘The team

—M. J. D.

ward the establishment of a just and durable peace; so

Acceleration
And Relaxation

that those who have given so much, shall not have suffered in vain. AMEN.
—WEsB

T'wo seniors met me the other day and they said
they thought there should not be any curtailment in
the social program of colleges these days. They argued

that colleges should train the students mentally, morally and socially and that a curtailment of this social
program was not good nght now with all the acceleration and the worries and strains resulting from these
war conditions. ‘They quoted the words of a government man to prove their case. This man claims that
we should not go into a shell right now, but that we
should be merry.
Continued these seniors, “The government sanctions
these social activities, as is shown by the entertainment
given at the camps and the training schools. And West
Point, as we learn from a former University of Dayton
student’s letter, has not dropped any of its traditional
social events. We believe that these events are needed
now more than ever. If the boys in college ever need
a ‘lift’ they do now.
Classmates and friends leave
daily; some boys are merely marking time till they are
called. The psychological effect on the mind of a boy
can be terrific unless he has some diversion from the
routine

of classes,

some

diversion

which

is associated

with the school that he attends.”
They cited the coming Junior
help the government. “Specially
sell two hundred and fifty dollars
stamps directly as a result of our
fense corsages) . . . two hundred
would not have got in any other

Prom as a means to
the government will
worth of war saving
Junior Prom (in deand fifty dollars they
way.”

We pass this on to you for what it is worth. Here
at the University of Dayton I think that we have done
pretty well so far. ‘Two basketball games a week is
something of a distraction, especially if we win. Then
too this question of distraction is a matter of personal

care.
tion

‘The serious student will find means of relaxaand

the

other

kind

of student,

well

how

much

does he need?
—M. J. D.

ait

Our Father, in these turbulent times we commit our

lives into Thy keeping. Make us worthy, we pray, of
the challenge of living in Thy world in a day when so

much needs to be done—and

give us brave hearts—

pure minds—and

that we

strong bodies

may work

ai-te.
Company B-1
The University of Dayton is proud to be the home
of Company B, of the First Regiment, National Military Society of the Pershing Rifles. The Pershing
Rifles was founded by General John J. Pershing while
a Second Lieutenant at the University of Nebraska in
1894. ‘The University of Dayton became a member of
the National Society in 1932.
Active members of the Pershing Rifles are chosen
from First and Second Year Basic R. O. T. C. students. Company officers for the scholastic year 1942-3
are: Frederick Wells, Cadet Captain; Ellsworth Foland and Frank Doorley, Cadet First Lieutenants, and
Hewit Larson, Frank Welch, and Robert Wening,
Cadet Second Lieutenants.
Faculty Supervisor is
First Lieutenant Roy G. Shubert. Company Sponsor
and Attendant are Mary Jane Driscoll and Mary Virginia Malone, respectively.
Members of the Pershing Rifles can be recognized
quite easily by the blue and white “cords” worn on the
left shoulder. ‘The Society’s official flower is the white
rose and the official colors are blue and white. From
the official colors comes the name of one of the University’s outstanding social events, the annual Blue and
White Military Ball.
Other activities of Company
B-1 are the annual Pershing Pledge Ball, held each fall,
and participation in the First Regimental Drill Meet
held each spring.

The Preamble to the official Constitution

to-

of

the

National Honorary Military Society of Pershing Rifles
expresses clearly and concisely the purpose of the organization:
“We, the members of Pershing Rifles,
National Honorary Military Society, in order to encourage, preserve, and develop the highest ideals of the
military profession, to promote American citizenship,
to create a closer and

Youth’s Prayer For 1943

G. WHITMER

more

efficient relation,

and

to

provide appropriate recognition of a high degree of
military ability among the cadets of the several senior
Reserve Officers’ Training Corps units of the Government of our organization, do hereby establish this constitution.”
—WEsB

G. WHITMER
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the dogs. If you don’t approve, and urge him to give
it up, he vows you are a snob.

Men are what women marry. ‘They have two hands
and two feet but never more than one dollar or one
idea at a time. Like Turkish cigarettes, they are all
made of the same material. The only difference is
that some are better looking, better poised than others.

If you are the clinging-vine type, he doubts whether
you have a brain. If you are a modern, advanced, intelligent woman, he longs for some one more feminine; if you are brilliant and intelligent, he longs for a
play-mate.

Generally speaking, they may be divided into three
classes; those who have women,
had, and those who don’t care.

those who wish they
A bachelor is an eli-

gible man surrounded by obstinacy and suspicion.
Husbands are of three types: prizes, surprises and consolation prizes. Making a husband out of a man is one
of the highest forms of plastic art known to civilization.
It requires science, sculpture, common sense,
faith, hope and charity,—mostly charity. It is a psychological marvel that a small, tender, soft violetscented thing should enjoy kissing a big, awkward,
stubby

chinned,

tobacco

scented,

thing like a man.

If you flatter a man, you frighten him to death; if
you do not, you bore him to death. If you permit him

In spite of all this, “A man’s a man for a’ that.”
—C.

2)-ge,
1948 AND

U. SuNE

VICTORY

Welcome back to school, all ye men and women!
Our lovely vacation has come and gone, but at least
we don’t have final exams to anticipate for another
three or four months.
With our welcome, we also extend to you wishes foi

a happy, victorious New Year.

This hope is in the

If you wear gay colors, rouge and startling hats, he
hesitates to take you out, but if you wear a little brown

hearts and on the lips of every American. We long for
a victorious peace and the return of our boys from
distant lands. Of course, we wouldn’t mind, along
with these two major items, the abolishment of rationing and acceleration. Although these last points are
inconvenient, we are glad to put up with them, because it means helping our country to victory.
If we cannot have final victory during 1943, we
would gladly settle for a year which will bring us to
the brink of victory where our enemy will make his last
stand against the might of the Allies. With victory
approaching, slowly, perhaps, but surely, we must turn

beret and a tailored suit, he takes you out and stares

our attention to post-war conditions.

all evening

depend a

to make love to you, he gets tired of you in the end; if
you do not, he gets tired of you in the beginning.
If you believe him in everything, he ceases to be interested in you; if you argue with him in everything,
you cease to charm him. If you believe all he tells
you, he thinks you are a fool; if you do not, then he
thinks you a cynic.

at women

startling hats.

wearing

gala colors,

rouge

and

If you join him in his gaities and ap-

prove of his drinking, he swears you are driving him to
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‘These, of course,

great deal on the kind of peace agreed upon

at the end of the war. Will they be the same as those
after World War I?

If they are, we will have another,

worse conflict than the present one. Only a just and
charitable peace will give us an enduring peace.

part of the school and a school is apt to be judged by
the actions and attitudes displayed by its students. Few
of us realize that we have more than just ourselves and

As we come to the end of the first month of 1943,

our own popularity to think of; we have our respon-

perhaps we would like to have the powers of the prophet which would enable us to see what the remaining
months of the infant year have to bring us—war, victory, or peace. Whatever the future holds for us, I

sibility to the school for which all of us have genuine
affection.

feel

confident

that

Americans have
great country.

we

will

take

taken it from

it in our

stride,

as

the beginning of our
—ADELE KLopr

abe
Open

Letter
Women

to All: U; <of_D.
Students

In short, my plea is BE FRIENDLY.
It has never
hurt anyone to be friendly. “Hi” is a very easy word
to say. A smiling face is much more attractive than a
dour or a blank one. It will not hurt us to attempt to
interest the newcomers in extra-curricular activities in
which they would be only too glad to take part if
asked. The lounge should be THE friendly place on
the campus where everyone can feel free to speak to
everyone else.

Dear Coeds,

It is not that the girls are purposely unfriendly, but
rather we are often thoughtless, preoccupied, or blind

Our University of Dayton has a reputation for being
a friendly school. Since it is a comparatively small
school, if a girl tries a bit she can develop a wide acquaintanceship and acquire many real friends. In the
beginning of the year when the freshmen come in
there is the usual interest in the new class with the
result that they are assimilated into the activities without much difficulty. As the semester progresses certain
groupings of girls gradually emerge, not cliques, but
just those who have common interests—whether they
be in men (or other hobbies), bridge, type of work,

to the problem.

welcomed

So, if you, new coeds, have not been

before, we take the opportunity

now

to

welcome heartily all the Veras, Virginias, Mildreds,
etc., and we just want to say that we are very glad to
have you and hope all of you grow to like U. of D. as
well as we do.
Sincerely,
Berry May.

25—te

or in courses. By the second semester these groups
are more or less stable, and it is here that the problem
of the new transfer student comes up.
Girls are credited with the tendency to be more or
less individualistic and interested only in themselves
and their own immediate crowd. Also, as long as they
are getting along all right they seem indifferent to the

problems of others and are accused of making no effort

to go out of their way to help them, or even to get
acquainted with them. Perhaps some would call this
“self-satisfaction,” but whatever it is we girls should do
something about it where it exists.
Transfer students are often shy about breaking into
established groups, hence it is up to the girls in these
groups to extend the invitation. Coming to a strange
school as one of a big class is hard enough, as all of us
having once been freshmen will remember, but entering as one of a very small group is even harder. Perhaps no one from the transfer coed’s high school is
here. With whom is she to go unless someone in her
classes come to her rescue and takes the trouble to
introduce her to a few other girls. If she is left alone

she is liable to be not too satisfied with the school the
first couple of weeks. The students compose a vital

COMPLAINT
I long to wield the poet’s pen
I’d love to write in rhyme,
But when I have creative yen
I never have the time.
For time it takes, you should agree
To find poetic phrase;
To write a verse like this, for me,

Has taken days and days.
And there are things of more import

That call for prompt attention;
There’s papers term of every sort
And that’s enough to mention.

So I must speak in humble prose
And all my dreaming quit;
But had I loads of time, who knows

What gems I might have writ!

—SYLVIA SCOTT
Page
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Raleigh, who, completely unperturbed, slouched back
against the tree, and turned to Henry Hudson. “You
know, Hank, as I was saying...” ‘The Queen’s pentup wrath exploded in a snorted “Humph!” as she
flounced past, accompanied by a merry giggle tittering
through the files behind her.
Plautus had gathered himself for a roaring guffaw,
when suddenly Cortez’s eagle eye espied Charon’s boat
rounding the tip of an island in mid-stream.
“Here
he

comes!”

he

yelled.

The

crowd

turned,

and

the

bustling flow of movement coagulated at the wharf.
“Is that Old Man 1942 lying there in the stern?” a
voice asked.

“Must be. He certainly looks in bad shape,” commented another.
Charon maneuvred his craft delicately alongside the
landing, tied up, and stepped ashore. Two brawny
oarsmen supported the white-clad, battered figure of
Old Man ’42, as the crowd pressed closer. The poor
old fellow was a sorry spectacle—clothes torn, a patch
of adhesive on one cheek, a stained bandage around
his head. In the front rank of the immortal residents
of Elysium, Richard Steele stood with his pencil poised
over his reporter’s pad.

“Mr.

1942,

could

we

ask you

a few

questions,

please?”

“Yes, about this Hitler upstart,” put in the imperious voice of Napoleon, who had just elbowed his way
to the front row.
“Nap’s just green with jealousy about that Hitler,”
whispered Moliere in an aside to Shakespeare.

The old Year looked half-scornfully sidewise at his
questioner. “Well, he’s proving he’s a greater general
than you were. He’s winning his second retreat from
Moscow right now.”

“But my good man,” Sam Johnson’s orotund voice
began, “could you, by some quirk of fate or convolution of circumstances, perhaps have cognizance, at
lease to some extent, greater or less, as to the...”
“Aw, cut the oratory, Sam, you’re wasting time,” in-

terrupted Caesar. Johnson drew himself up indignantly
and swept out his arm in a gesture that almost flattered Boswell. But before he could vent his rage on
the wiry Roman, Queen Elizabeth broke in—
“Yes, we want to find out some important matters,

like the fashions, for instance.
over there now?”
“Uniforms,

“Not too many,” said Charon gruffly through
beard. “Can’t you see he’s all done in?”
“Oh, we just want a few words.

You

know,

his

Mr.

1942, you're our only source of information from the
world across the Styx.
last twelve months?”

How

have things been

these

1942 glanced with weary cynicism down his tangled
white beard to his torn robe, and spoke raspingly.” I
don’t look like I had it very easy, do I?”
“Not exactly,” agreed
war’s still on?”
“Tt is.”

“Well...ah...could you...ah... give us some
particulars?”

Steele.

“I take it then

lady,

uniforms.”

What are they wearing
The

Old

Year’s

voice

was wealy.
Xantippe jerked his head in exasperation. “Isn’t
that just like a man? We don’t care what the men are

wearing—Elizabeth was talking about the women.”
“I know it lady, and that’s what I told you. Without a uniform, you’re out of style now. If you ain’t a
WAAC or a WAVE or a WAAF, if you ain’t at least
got a Volunteer armband, you just ain’t in it anymore.”
“So war really has affected things,” Steele continued
in his quizzing.

the

The old man was curt.

“Worse than last year?”
res.”

“If you mean messed things—yes, plenty. Two-thirds
of the people don’t know whether they’re coming or
going, and the other third isn’t very sure either. What
can you expect? When Joe Stalin fights for religion
and democracy, or when two armies claim to have annihilated each other in the same battle, or when politiclans waste months thinking up ways to save time—

who wouldn’t get twisted?”
“Well... ah... anything special happening?”
Steele was obviously disappointed at the laconic re-

sponses.
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“Why

doesn’t somebody do something about it?”

Ptolemy wanted to know.

“Do something?
That’s the trouble—everybody’s
doing something.
If they ain’t spotting airplanes
they’re hauling scrap or taking Red Cross training or
something else. And there’s millions in the armies
doing all kinds of things, none of them pleasant.
There’s too much doing, and not enough thinking.
The people with good ideas don’t get listened to.” The
old man was worked up to a high pitch. His beard
fairly bristled. But Hippocrates and Galen, bustlingly
officious, had finally wormed their way to their patient.

it. Not much to show for it except sores.” He turned
plaintively to Steele, who was bending over him. “Can
you beat it—I even lost my scythe. Laid it down one
day, and somebody hauled it off for scrap.”

“That’s enough,” Hippocrates ordered, “I’m the
doctor, and I forbid any more talk. Can’t you see he’s
all worn out?” He turned to Charon. “Have two of
your men bring a stretcher immediately and carry him
to the ambulance chariot.”

Old 1942 overhead the remark as he was lifted into
the chariot. He twisted up onto one elbow, and with
a touch of his early asperity, called back, “You think
I’m in bad shape, do you? Maybe so. But just wait
till 1943 arrives. Then you'll see something.”

The stretcher was ready, and the old man was lowered upon it. His fiery ardor seemed to evaporate, and
he continued talking half to himself. “My year’s been

Breathing heavily, he lay back on his stretcher. Ben
Hur shook the reins, and the chariot moved off slowly
up the road.

a bad one, terrible.

It’s over now.

‘T'wo_

stretcher-bearers

lifted

the

stretcher,

and

the

crowd parted to make a passage to the chariot.
“Poor old man,” sighed Mary Stuart to Cleopatra,
“he certainly is in bad shape. Isn’t it terrible?”

I can rest, I need

weyj—te

THREE

REFUGEES

Judean hills lament in echoes low,

Sad hungry-moans of distant wolves.
With

silver, cold, and shaky stare

The eye of night keeps vigil as they go,
Three Refugees.
In haste, with firm and almost silent tred,

A just man flees with them he loves;
Calm, patient, stout of heart—aroused
By angel’s voice and into Egypt led,
A Semite Refugee.
Yet deeper, digs the sword in Mary’s heart.
Farewells to fields of Galilee,

The cottage hid in native bloom;
From streams of milk and honey she must part,
The Queen of Refugees.
An Infant clings with trust in her embrace,
The fleshless Word of God made flesh,
An exile from His Father’s house;
By dark design, an outcast from His race,

The Refugee of Refugees.
—CHARLES

LEES.
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(Continued

from

heart thumping and bumping
Paul was almost as bad off as
gether, gradually fell behind
arduous three-hour struggle.

page

ing his defiance at us, swept brazenly out over this

8)

against my ribs. Cousin
I, so we two, staying tothe others on that long,
We stopped at every

void. When rested, my cousin and I finally finished
this climb to the top.
There on the summit of the fifth highest mountain

snow slide for a few cool minutes of relaxation. Despite

in

the high altitude, continual rivulets of perspiration ran
down our bodies.

signed

my

around

us rose other mountains,

rest.

Far below

we

could

see two

small

A mountain

blue

United

States,

name

to

I stood

the

with

five

mountaineer’s

others

and

scroll.

All

but we stood on the

peak of their prince, Mount Blanca. Clouds rushed
by us so low that we could feel them by stretching out
our arms. ‘That silky vapor, cooling my heated body,
made me realize that I had literally climbed up to a

A few hundred yards from the top, on the edge of
a sheer two-thousand-foot cliff, Paul and I stopped for
surrounded by tiny trees.

the

lakes,

cloud.

bird, scream-
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(Continued

from

page

white saucer and a thick white cup with no handle.
There are no handles on the cups, for the purpose of
minimizing breakage in the dishwashing department.

11)

the double.” Anyone who hasn’t eaten army “chow”
can’t call himself a gourmand. It is plain to see that
our boys in the service are getting the best cuts of
meats, the freshest vegetables and the juiciest fruits,

Then you hold out your plate while the boys behind
the steamtable fill it with huge helpings.

which is just the way this writer likes to see it.

overflowing.

They have a cafeteria system, but you can’t stand in

line pondering over your choice of food.

My friends, if you can wobble out of the “mess
hall” at Patterson Field and say you are hungry, then
I’m glad I bet on the New York Yankees. The girls

Soldiers, I

find, like to go about the business of eating much in
the same manner that they are now going after the
axis-~do it and get it over with!

and

I left the

field late

ANGELS

CHURCH

What music rises from these silent walls!
What hymns of praise from voiceless stone
Ascend in starry waves of song,
To break around Your lofty throne.
within this House!
singing glass
white-robed hours,
as You pass.

—SisTER Mary Davi, S.N.D.deN.
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afternoon

tired,

but

Private Gibson and the army throw a mean party.
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What melody is made
What psalmody of
Dwells captive of the
To chant Hosanna

in the

well fed and happy.

You get a tray with a thick white plate, a thick

HOLY

A helping

usually means a soup ladle at least level full and often

POTPOURRI
HAPPY

NEW

RESOLUTION

Have a New Year’s resolution? Get one! Not an
enormous one that will be promptly forgotten before
you put it on paper, but one that will cost you plenty
and yet be small. You need one more this year than
ever. Make one that fits in splendidly with the present
crisis. Remember the address of our U. D. President
at the initial assembly? We're here on borrowed time;

let’s make the best of it! Get a resolution that is habit
forming; one of which you will never be ashamed.
Your country will have need of you, as of us all, so

why not make a resolution that will be an asset to you
and prove an aid to your country? How? Simple. How
are your study habits? Poor, you admit; can’t sit still
for twenty minutes. How are your powers of concentration? Not so good either; every fly on the wall
proves distracting. Have any method about you? Very
little; the whole faculty’s on my neck for disorder!
Here, then, is a wonderful place to begin—study habits.

In each of these, you see, lies a gold mine of wealth.
All you need to do is DO IT. Acquiring good, thorough study habits isn’t easy; you must work and work
hard!
Methods for making resolutions a part of yourself,
i.e., forming habits, are legion. In William James’ work
on habit formation this recommendation is suggested:
launch yourselves with as strong and decided an initiative as possible; never suffer an exception to occur till
the new habit is securely rooted in your life. ‘This is
more aptly expressed in the definition of perseverence
given by a Negro preacher: TAKE HOLD, HOLD
TIGHT,

AND

NEBBER

LET GO! Therefore, make a

good resolution this New Year, take a firm hold, hold
it tightly, and NEBBER let go.
—TuHomas MarTIN
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BOOM

TOWN

“There is a war on. It’s our war.” This is the challenge an announcer gives at the start of a locally-pro-

duced defense program.

Dayton plays a leading role

in this war, in the drama of producing men, munitions,

and materials to send overseas; therefore, thousands of

people have been drawn here. And with these thousands have come problems and disadvantages; problems
which we, as citizens doing our part in the war effort,
must overcome, and disadvantages which we must
learn to accept cheerfully.
“Boom Town” means . . . a housing shortage with
families desperate for places to live . . . lack of help to
meet increased demands . . . buses and street cars so
crowded that several times already you may have been
late to classes or work . . . restaurants so crowded one
waits an hour in line for a table . . . queues outside the
theater doubling back over half a block . . . and probably a certain amount of inefhiciency. Naturally, with
such huge numbers, not everyone nor everything can
be managed to an nth degree of expertness.
Yes, there is much

for us to do, whether it be rent-

ing the extra room to a defense worker, going to work
in some of our spare time, or just learning to adjust
ourselves to rapidly-changing conditions.

It takes persistence, it takes willingness to help; but
“It’s our war.” Will we fight it?
—Apa Kay Bomrorp

ah—te
ARE WE WAR CONSCIOUS?
Have the people of the United States become war
conscious? This is a question that many are asking of
_ themselves every day. It rather seems as though we are
not. We just haven’t gotten down to the fact that we
are a nation at war facing the stiffest test of survival of
our history.
When

your automobile

is running quite smoothly

and all you have to do is step on the starter and gas
and
your
line
The

then move on, the going is quite simple. But when
spark plugs aren’t hitting perfectly and the gas
is clogged up then you begin to pout and worry.
same is true with the war picture today. When

the going is easy and the war hasn’t come to your front
door, you feel fine. But when all of a sudden it sweeps
Page nineteen

down upon you as a dive bomber and stops you from
having certain pleasures and enjoying past comforts,
then you begin to think that something is wrong and
that something has penetrated your very living and impaired your very freedom. ‘Then you begin to act. Let
us hope we don’t awaken too late.
‘There are a great many sacrifices being made by a
great majority of the people today. But some are not
enrolled in the “all out” defense of our country. We
have a job to do! We must expand with our thinking
and our ranks and we must grow with that new job.
New worlds are not achieved by minor efforts. ‘The
struggle for the hour is a new world—a moral world in
which the individual’s right to life and liberty will go
unchallenged. In the dawning of such an era the persons who have a great stake are the young persons that
will not only bear the greatest burden in accomplishing
the objective, but will in justice live to make and enjoy
the fruits of a universe resting on the solid pillars of
the “four freedoms”.
—MANUvuEL GARLIKOV

ting of the scales of bigotry and ignorance from
eyes of men.

Examine the things that are ordinarily considered
evil in the world. Consider sickness—is not that merely
the lack of health? And poverty—the lack of wealth?
Is not virtue our power against moral weakness? Finally, are not the present great evils brought about by
the lack of a peaceful reign of justice and charity in
the world?
And that isn’t all. Spiritual writers say: “The only
real evil is sin.” Of course we realize they do not mean
“teal” in the metaphysical sense, but how can they say
that at all? Simply because sin is the turning away
from the only “real” good—God.
Yes, as easily explained as that. And
men understand it in practice? Because
faith. They know not of St Paul’s saying
know it, they laugh it to scorn): “. .
Deum omnia cooperantur in bonum .. .

2ige
“EVIL”, IS IT?

And now we hear in almost daily conversation—read

between the lines of every morning’s paper: Why this
And famine?

And suffering?

St. Augustine knew the answer, and he has given it
to us. He refuted the Manichees, who said there was a
Principle of good and a Principle of evil. ‘These were
supposedly at constant odds and hence the conflict in
the

world

between

that answer.

vice

loves have

paraphrasing

built

self builds up Babylon
and

virtue.

We,

too,

know

It has been handed down to us intact.

Christopher Dawson,
De Civitate Dei, says:
Two

and

the love of God

two

St.

cities.

Augustine’s

The

love

of

to the contempt of God,
builds up Jerusalem

Such

Are

All True

Heroes

Somewhere in the Pacific, on a small island air
base, Major Bruce Smith, U. S. Air Corps, called to-

gether the members of his squadron and addressed
them with these words: “Gentlemen, our squadron
has received orders from Ghq. to destroy Kwantung
Bridge. As you know, the Japs send their supplies over
this bridge. Because of the great peril of the task, only
one man will be sent. In that way lives and airplanes
will not needlessly be lost. Will all those who do not
wish to be considered please leave?”
But
Corps
Jones,
certain

not one of those present moved, for the Air
had no cowards. Then lots were drawn. Lieut.
a young Texan, was the one alloted to fly to
death.

Later, as Lieut. Jones was walking through the night
toward his swift dive bomber, a dark figure slipped
from the shadows and struck the unsuspecting aviator.
Then bending over, he put an envelope into the unconscious lieutenant’s pocket.
Some

must recognize, despite the hell of revolution

pose which is being worked out unconsciously by men
We

WILDER

hours later, when

Lieut. Jones regained con-

sciousness, he would find in that envelope this letter:

and distrust in the world today, that providential purand nations.

—WILLIAM

to the

contempt of self.
We

why cannot
they have no
(or if they do
. diligentibus
”

25—te

Far back in the time of St. Augustine, when hordes
of savage warriors descended on the fabulous and fleshy
cities of beautiful Italy—far back when the Visigoths
were overrunning the verdant hills of Spain, the conquered peoples were bemoaning and complaining one
to another: “How can this be if God is so good?”

evil of war?

the

must realize that God

is ever draw-

To Whom It May Concern:
By this time you will know that I have substituted for Lieut. Jones in the suicide flight. I did

ing good from the evils besetting us and that the results

not do this for the glory, nor did I do it without

of this conflict will be, according to Prus XII, the cut-

due
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consideration.

When

the orders came through I knew

that

someone would have to do it. When I thought of
one of these flyers, some married, others engaged,
going to his death, while I was twice as old as most
of those here and unmarried, also, I thought of
taking the suicide flight without informing anyone, but I knew that I would be stopped.
Then, later, after the lots were drawn, I knew
that I must go. I had seen pictures of Lieut. Jones’
child, and I was certain that it would have a hard
time without a father, even one who had died

a hero.
Yours in victory,
Major B. S. Smiru, U. S. Air Corps
—RicHARD

BERRY
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GOLDSMITH’S

VICAR

aie

MEDICAL

TECHNOLIGY

Medical Science has developed by leaps and bounds
during the past fifty years; every medical man needs
the service of a laboratory in his work of preventing
and combatting disease; the recognized value of periodic examination,

the

efforts to check

infections

and

communicable diseases, the improved methods of diagnosis, call for the aid of qualified assistants. Those
trained to render this general service in a clinical, research, hospital or public health laboratory are laboratory technicians.
‘The work of these technicians must be dependable.

Goldsmith’s Vicar should be read on a rainy afternoon. Its one redeeming feature is the quaintness of
the prosaic old Vicar who tells his own story. And he

is best when taken with a sip of the sound of raindrops
when one is warmly certain of not getting wet.
more improbable story I have yet to read.

tells an excellent story for a rainy day with an air of
aloofness from the world of too much speed, noise and
nothings.
—Micuaet G. Dorsey

But a

An incorrect report may prove fatal to the patient, may
suggest wrong

treatment

or an unnecessary

operation,

may release carriers of contagious diseases, may fail to
check disease or cause fatal consequences.
Evidently the laboratory technician must be a master of accurate,

detailed

work;

he

or she

must

thor-

Every time the Vicar and his family settled down to
enjoy themselves, something happened, which brought
on something else, which brought up a chapter of the
Vicar’s philosophy; incidentally, he was a determined
monogamist evidently receiving little literary patronage, which brought on another calamity—which is a
complicated sentence, but very much in the style of the
Vicar’s writing.

oughly understand the technique of laboratory procedure; must be prepared to analyze quickly and accurately and render a prompt report to the physician;
must know how to deal with patients. To perform
such duties well, he or she must be intelligent, welltrained for the work, possess a pleasing personality,
be able to gain the confidence of patients, have tact, be
discreet, be conscious of the inviolability of confidence;
scrupulous honesty, persistence, neatness, carefulness
to a fault should characterize all reports.

Of the Vicar’s family, Moses is quite the most interesting, especially when he gets left with the pair of
green spectacles in place of the family horse. Mrs.
Vicar reminds me of the Baptist preacher’s wife in my
home town. She has such a pious shoulder over her
worldly heart. Remarkable woman! On the night her
house burns she escapes herself, apparently forgetting
her babies, and then threatens suicide because they
are lost.

ulating, fascinating; to contribute directly to the public
welfare is rendering distinct service. Medical Technology may open the way to study in more specialized
fields of genetics, histology, bacteriology, parasitology,
pathology, etc.

Another remarkable thing: that prison. The Vicar
having his family in to dine, his little boys to sleep
with

him,

and

Jenkinson,

his

fellow

prisoner,

to go

after the rogue that stole the Vicar’s Sophia. Goldsmith, I understand, intends to stir up a reform of the
penal system with his Vicar. With such prison condi-

tions as he portrays he is turning traitor to his purpose.
But, after all, the Vicar is an amusing old man, and

‘To some people work in a medical laboratory is stim-

The profession is relatively new and offers many
opportunities; the need of medical laboratories is being
recognized more and mvYe, and in time to come every
state, city and town will establish such laboratories and
seek men and women to staff them.
This profession seems to attract more women than
men, for women seem better qualified for this type of
work as they are endowed with greater patience, delicacy, accuracy, neatness, orderliness—qualities demand-

ed by this profession.
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Book

Reviews

WASHINGTON

IS LIKE

THAT

where we are going in history. What he says is startling, though none the less true. He merely presents

By W. M. KipLincer
(Harper )

the facts; the reader is left to draw his own conclusions.

There are two Washingtons—Washington,

the city,

and Washington, the seat of the government.
Mr.
Kiplinger gives us a vivid and current picture of both.
He

makes

no

formal

distinction

between

them,

how-

ever, and rightly so, for the distinction is artificial. In
reality, the two cities are so intimately intermingled
that it is impossible to separate them and at the same
time exhibit Washington as it actually functions.
Except for one or the other point, Washington,
city,

which

Kiplinger

shows

us,

is not

much

the

different

from any other city of its size. It, too, has its merchants and retailers, its professional men and its public
servants, who are all centered about a single pivotal
business, which in Washington is the government.
Two

chapters

in particular,

“People

of Washington”

and “Log of a Day,” clear up most of the reader’s misconceptions about Washington.
But Washington, the city, is rather provincial and
is far less interesting than Washington, the seat of the
government, especially in this period of world crisis.
The key to Kiplinger’s treatment of this aspect of the
Capital City lies in his theory of interpretation of government. He contends (and after you read the book,
you will agree) that government is not a set of cut and
dried laws, but a living, changing group of men. Laws
are but instruments, and the men who enforce them
make

them

mean

what

they wish.

The

author,

there-

fore, does not give a tiresome and complicated explanation of intricate governmental functioning, though
he does outline it broadly, but instead draws pen pictures of the men who run the government, who characterize its departments,

and who

There are two Washingtons;

interpret its laws.

there will be a third,—

Washington, the hub of the postwar world.

Most of

us are not far-sighted enough to see this trend, but
Kiplinger and many of the larger men in government
are. Directly, in his chapter on “Postwar Plans,” and
indirectly, in other chapters, the author tries to show
Page twenty-two

Mr. Kiplinger knows what he is talking about. Since
1920 he has edited what is now Washington’s largest
news service, “Kiplinger’s Washington Letters.”
His
book, like his news service, is not a mere gathering of
his opinions on government, but is a coordinated and
interpretative presentation of facts gathered by a large
and efficient staff. It is authoritative; it is popular; it
is well worth reading.
—THoMAS STANLEY
whe

NEW

HOPE

By Ruru Suckow
(Farrar and Rinehart)
In New Hope, a story of two years in the
of a small town in Iowa, the author creates
that affords one a relief from the problems
The story takes place in the era of ease and
living—the last of the Victorian Age.

existence
a picture
of today.
charm of

The book centers around the arrival of the new minister, Mr.

Greenwood,

and

his family,

to take up

his

duties in a new parish. A generous and fair-minded
individual, the Reverend Greenwood
immediately
acclimates himself into the general scheme of life.
Other

characters

are the Millers,

simple,

warm

folks;

Clarence Miller and Delight Greenwood, children with
the avid lust for daily living that characterizes the very
young; and numerous other universally conceived smalltown people.
The novel is devoid of a logical plot. It consists
merely in a series of disjointed episodes that depict in
thumb-nail sketches the rural life of the people in the
Midwest. With such structure, no climaxes or crises

present themselves.
placid manner
interest.

that

‘The story unfolds itself in a calm,
often

fails

to

hold

the

reader’s

In her character delineation, Miss Suckow creates
the impression that her knowledge of people is rather
superficial. Writing

in an almost

Puritanical

vein, the

author fails to do more than scratch the surface of the
characters’ inner selves. Yet her small-town folks are

well drawn, in that they are unsophisticated
complacent in their own small world.

people,

Despite these imperfections, this novel serves to
lighten the heart in this time of world stress by renewing a picture of a secure historical and social period.
By acknowledging the fact that such a time existed,
the author places before us a hope that such an age
will return.
—Mary TURNER
wb

DRAGON

SEED

till that free land.

ever, will spring into an
has ever known.
You may not enjoy this
stomach. It is that strong,
We sincerely believe that

horrors of total war—not a war as we know it, but one

far beyond human imagination. Here we see the absolute madness of war, the impractical value, and the
eventual outcome—there is no victor—only death and
desolation.
Likewise we see pictured the people of the good
earth, people who live for the soil, dwell in peace, now
completely torn apart by the maniacal “east ocean
dwarfs.” Though the flag of the Rising Sun may fly
over many parts in China, our characters in this stirring
drama show us that it shall never fly over the hearts of

such a brave people. The Dragon Seed deals with the
lives and loves before the occupation, and afterwards
under the heel of a bestial master who rules but cannot conquer.

Many novels have been written about the gallant
battle of free China, but here is a story of China not
so free but none the less gallant. You cannot escape
the suffering with Ling ‘Tan and his family; side by side
you will suffer and fight with him, and as he, you will
be rewarded. There is no letdown in this story; it is
one parade of electrifying events and countless episodes in the life of every-day people. This is a human
interest story as no other ever was.

We suggest that those who seek entertainment and
amusement do not read this story because here you

must stop and think, and think again; here there is
little joy, only realities. Ling Tan shows us that though
countless hordes may sweep across China, and millions

may fall, there will always be a free people who will

even greater glory than

she

story; it may even turn your
but you will never forget it.
this book will long remain

among the great and will permanently
among the author’s finest work.

be ranked

—Rosert

REVES

abe
THE FIREDRAKE

By Peart Buck
(John Day)
This is a story of China. The real China in all her
poverty and in all her glory. Here are the real people
of China. Not the heroic or romantic, but the very people that make China what she is. It is just such people
as Ling Tan and his wife and sons and daughters that
make it possible for China to hold out against insurmountable odds as she is now doing. Here before your
very eyes is painted the vivid picture of the ghastly

The invaders cannot take the land

with them when the tide turns, and China, like the
soft, colorful flowers after a storm, more beautiful than

By Excin GRrosECLOSE
(J. B. Lippincott Co.)
Set in Boston of the 1850’s this story has its background in the era of anti-slavery agitation, the railway
boom, the California gold rush, and the panic of 1857.
This is the story of Abigail Carfax, who, after thirteen years in Persia as the wife of a missionary, returned to America to educate her children.
Having
always been gifted with a narrative sense, innately
restless, and urged to freedom by the surge and vitality
of the new world, she turned to writing. Her novels
won her immediate success and she became known as
an exponent of the dynamic aspiration for material
success which was so characteristic of that period. Her

original intention to return as soon as possible to her
husband and the frugal, sacrificial life of the mission
field became increasingly remote as she became more

and more enmeshed in the worldly pursuits of the new
life she was leading.

The main purpose of the novel seems to be to show
a gradual deterioration of character under a mood of
self-exaltation. Minor character plots involving other
persons in the story follow this same trend of disintegration of spirit.
There is an unfortunate tendency on the part of the
author to change scenes rather abruptly, often allowing
much unaccounted-for time to lapse between chapters.
This proved in some instances to be rather disconcerting and to hamper the continuity of the story.

The principal technique employed by Groseclose in
depicting his characters is psychological analysis reinforced by philosophical exposition. ‘The characters are
developed with much finesse and subtlety. There is a
spiritual significance throughout the entire book. The
author makes use of a fictitious preface to lend verisimilitude to the story. The novel is presented in a
quasi-biographical form and is interspersed with much
philosophy.

The Firedrake is symbolic
which humanity

is

captivated

of the
and

fascinations
drawn
Page

into

by
the

twen ty-three

depths—the worldly pursuits which so often blind people to the best that is in them.
—Rvurtu Driscoin

agj—te
RANSOMING THE

TIME

By Jacgues MariraIn
(Scribners )
In a day when titles for novels are drawn profusely
from Holy Scripture, one of Maritain’s latest books
may easily be taken for fiction. But Ransoming the
Time is not fiction; rather it is what might be called
philosophy for our days, days which, according to the
text

from

Saint

Paul

which

inspired

the

title,

treats of
void.”

“the

natural

mystical

experience

and

the

From this it might be concluded that Ransoming
the Time is nothing more than a collection of essays.
It is a book of essays, to be sure, but it is more than a
mere agglomeration of them. In his preface, Mr. Maritain indicates that a single idea that dominates the
entire book: man in his cultural life. A careful reading
will reveal that idea and will fully repay the time spent.
—Rosert MINcEs__

ai—te

MEDIEVAL

“are

HUMANISM

By Geratp G. Watsz,
(Macmillan )

S. J.

evil.” It is philosophy applied to the current crisis. It
is philosophy presented in a way that is understandable to the layman, and yet in a way in which it loses
none of its depth of meaning. It is written for serious
thinkers in every field, to enable them to draw, each

If humanism is “the idea that a human being is
meant to achieve, during life, a fair measure of human
happiness,” the Medieval Humanism of Dr. Gerald G.

to his own purpose, from the rich sources of philos-

Walsh, S. J., should possess a special appeal in our

ophy.
For those perplexed by the problems presented in
Nazi race theories or America’s race question, Mr. Mar-

day.
In this 100-page brochure, the fourth of the Christendom Series, the author has undertaken quite a task.
After examining the fivefold root of Christian humanism, he traces European learning through those centuries—the fourth to the thirteenth—on which the
light of modern historians is not often cast. He has

itain offers for critical study the three principal theories
of human equality dominant today. To them he points
out the true theory, the Christian idea of natural
brotherhood in Adam and supernatural brotherhood in
Christ.
For political philosophers he presents Pascal’s stimulating ideas, and for metaphysicians and theologians,
Bergson’s metaphysics and philosophy of morality and

religion. He does not give unqualified approval to these
doctrines, but judges them in the light of Thomistic

philosophy, which he professes to follow.
Returning to the idea of the unity of the human
race, the author makes an ardent plea for what he
calls fellowship between those of different creeds, a
mutual respect and understanding based on love and
cooperation. Then, in two brilliant chapters, he directs his attention to the Jewish people, a group that
has suffered untold hardships for want of this fellowship on the part of their fellow human beings.
The gem of the book is the chapter entitled “The
Catholic Church and Social Progress.” It is a magnificent defense of the social policy of the Church, showing how it has been the instrument of whatever good

has been accomplished during the last two thousand
years through its doctrine of the dignity of the human
person. Cogent passages from the encyclicals and other
pronouncements of Prus XI and Prus XII are quoted
in an appendix.

Following this chapter

of such

vital

concern

for

reduced to a minimum the lists of names and dates to
which such a survey might have to resort. Instead, the
reader proceeds by filling in the thesis which Dr. Walsh
explains early in the book.
Displaying a marvelous acumen for sampling medieval learning, the author has made brief citations of
scholars and their works, particularly in the last chapters. The analysis of Saint Thomas Aquinas’ achievements and the appreciation of Dante’s Divine Comedy
bespeak Dr. Walsh’s acquaintance with his subject.
In addition, the reader will enjoy the pungent comment, the lively and elegant fluency, and the absence
of artistic pretense which characterize this small volume. The author has secured economy of time and
material by his concerted attack on problematic issues
and his concise evaluation of cultural contributions, in

both of which the middle ages abound. At times, however, he seems too willing to bend historical fact to fit
his preconceived thesis. Want of space may account
for gaps in the structure which could be explained in
a larger work.
For the scholar, Medieval Humanism

will be an en-

joyable survey of names of which he never tires.
particularly the unacquainted, however, whom

It is
Dr.

Walsh introduces to Christian scholars whose names

of them attempts to outline a philosophical basis for

form the chain binding Hellenic intelligence, Roman
conscience, Christian Grace, Celtic fancy, and ‘Teu-

what is currently being popularized, under the name
semantics, as a cure-all for the world’s ills. The other

ae

Catholics are two for the speculative philosophers. One
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tonic feeling in Medieval Humanism.

—CuHARLES W. NEUMANN
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